Spatiotemporal properties of magnetic fields induced by auditory speech sound imagery and perception.
Brain computer interface (BCI) technologies, which enable direct communication between the brain and external devices, have been developed. BCI technology can be utilized in neural prosthetics to restore impaired movement, including speech production. However, most of the BCI systems that have been developed are the "P300-speller" type, which can only detect objects that users direct his/her attention at. To develop more versatile BCI systems that can detect a user's intention or thoughts, the brain responses associated with verbal imagery need to be clarified. In this study, the brain magnetic fields associated with auditory verbal imagery and speech hearing were recorded using magnetoencephalography (MEG) carried out on 8 healthy adults. Although the magnetic fields lagged slightly and were long-lasting, significant deflections were observed even for verbal imagery, in the temporal regions, as well as for actual speech hearing. Also, sources for the deflections were localized in the association auditory cortices. Cross-correlations were calculated between envelopes of the imagined/presented speech sound and the evoked brain responses in the temporal areas. Measurable correlations were obtained for the presented speech sound; however, no significant correlations were observed for the imagined speech sound. These results indicate that auditory verbal imagery undoubtedly activates the auditory cortex, at least, and generates some observable neural responses.